
 

Euro Truck Simulator 2 is a game that takes you into the life of a truck driver, with all the hard work and tough situations. It's without question one of the best driving games to date. Euro Truck Simulator 2 allows you to enter the US and EU markets as a truck driver. Your goal is to transport cargo from one location to another as efficiently as possible, all while maintaining profitability. You will also
be competing with other players for routes on the two continents. Using your own truck and the map you can find out how full your next route is and what time of day it will carry the most cargo, giving you an indication of how profitable it will be for you.

**Not all businesses carry equal risk or require equal capital investment; trading stocks, for example, can carry major investment risk but provide a high rate of return that is comparable or even greater than some types of property development. **

You can play as a truck driver, owner of a company, or as an owner of an individual truck. (See "Properties" section) When playing as a truck driver, you start with one truck and earn money by traveling from point A to point B -- this is called the Story Mode. You can only do the same route once. Story Mode also has other routes and things like battles and police chases (depending on the country).
The routes and time it takes to complete them vary. The easiest way to earn money is by picking up freight at the docks around the map and delivering it to your next destination – this is called Freight Transport In Game Currency or FIIG currency for short. There are 50 docks around the map where you can load your trailer and deliver it to any of the other docks that have a cargo bay. You can also
work as a driver for individual trucking companies – this is called Agency Driver In Game Currency or ADIG currency for short. These trucks will be parked at the location you choose to start at and you have to drive them yourself. You can turn on your navigation device to find your next destination, but it's best if you use landmarks as points of reference. You can pick up freight at the docks or on
the street. You can open your own company and hire drivers to work for you – this is called Company Driver In Game Currency or CDIG currency for short. You start with 50,000 credits (which is about 50,000 euros). You can buy trucks of any size and hire truckers who will work for you. Freight will be loaded into your company's trailers and delivered to customers by your drivers. The more
drivers you have, the more freight you can deliver at one time. The more money you earn, the bigger your company becomes.
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